Please read and follow these usage and safety
guidelines to maximise the life of your Decor product

CARE AND USAGE GUIDE
Perfect for storing, microwave reheating
and quick cooking
Open vent to microwave, close vent to
store
Fridge, freezer, microwave & dishwasher
safe (top shelf only)
Easy grab safe hold handles

TO REHEAT AND QUICK COOK

SOUP, NOODLE AND OAT BOWL

Place lid on the base and click the steam release vent to the
open position. After removing from microwave, leave vent
open while food is hot. Close vent for storage after cooling

If using the Soup, Noodle and Oat Bowl refer to food packet

AFTER FREEZING:
Let the storer rest for a few minutes or run water over it
before removing the lid, as freezing makes the lid stiff and
difficult to remove.

instructions. Microwave with lid on and open vent. Regularly
stop to check cooking and water levels. Top up with water as
required. Freezer and dishwasher safe (top shelf only).

CARE GUIDELINES:
Before use, remove labels and wash the product. Do not use
abrasive materials when washingapplying a paste of baking
soda and water then rinsing thoroughly can reduce food

TO STEAM WITH EASY STEAM RACKS

stains and discolouration. Steam vents can be removed for

Add ½ cup of water to the steamer and place rack inside. Add

easy cleaning.

vegetables, put lid on and open vent. Microwave, regularly

WARNINGS

stopping to check cooking and water levels. Top up with water

• After microwaving, contents and storer may be very hot.

as required.

• Always use oven mitts to prevent risk of burn injury

EASY STEAM SUGGESTED MICROWAVE
COOKING TIMES*

DO NOT USE DECOR MICROSAFE™ PRODUCTS
In conventional ovens or toaster ovens

If cooking with oil, or if cooking foods high in oil, fat or sugar,

In combination microwave ovens (unless in microwave only

Decor recommends checking food regularly during

mode)

microwaving, e.g. every 30 seconds. If melting fat, do not

On hot plates, stove tops or under a grill Overheating

microwave past the point of melting. Never cook popcorn in

foods, particularly foods high in oil, fat or sugar, may cause

Microsafe™ products (aside from the Microsafe™ Popcorn

the product to melt. If the product melts, it may cause a

Maker), as doing so may melt the product

burn injury if handled.
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